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ABSTRACT

Frequency-adaptive multiuser scheduling in OFDM utilizes the

frequency-selective small-scale fading to allocate subcarriers

with advantageous signal-to-noise ratio to each user. Due to

channel time-variability and delays of the transmission con-

trol loop, this will in general require channel prediction. FDD

(Frequency Division Duplex) uplinks pose the most challeng-

ing prediction problem: All sub-bands that may potentially be

allocated must here be predicted for all involved user termi-

nals, based on pilots transmitted from all terminals. This poses

challenges with respect to prediction accuracy, estimator com-

plexity and pilot overhead. This paper explores the design, per-

formance and complexity of Kalman predictors used for uplink

prediction, in the context of the EU WINNER project baseline

design system. One conclusion is that uplink prediction that

is useful at vehicular velocities in 4G systems operating at 3-

5 GHz is indeed feasible. However, the channel predictability

depends crucially on the local fading environment, so predic-

tors should be based on models of the Doppler spectrum for

each terminal.

I. INTRODUCTION

The use of OFDMA (Orthogonal Frequency Division Multi-

ple Access) on wide-band channels enables the allocation of

users to the frequency regions that are most advantageous for

them. A multiuser scheduler could allocate the transmission

to/from each users to appropriate frequency bands, by utilizing

the channel variations due to the small-scale frequency selec-

tive fading. Channels to/from each user will in general vary

independently. Substantial multiuser scheduling gains can be

attained if each of K users on average is allocated to the frac-

tion 1/K of the subcarriers that will have highest SINR (signal

to interference and noise ratio) for that particular user. Addi-

tional (but smaller) gains are obtained by using link adaptation

that is adjusted to each allocated subcarrier.

Due to these potential gains, frequency-adaptive transmis-

sion in OFDMA downlinks is of interest in the research

community, in the ongoing 3GPP long-term evolution (LTE)

standardization effort [1], for WiMAX and in the European

beyond-3G WINNER project [2]. One complication in such

systems is that for moving terminals, measurements of the

channel gain for a subcarrier will become quickly outdated.

Fig. 1 illustrates the variation of received power with time and

frequency for one particular user and fading pattern.

Frequency-adaptive transmission for vehicular users would

therefore require low latency control loops for the transmis-

sion and also efficient channel prediction of the SINR at the

instant of transmission. Designs for downlinks up to 100 km/h
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Figure 1: Time-frequency representation of an estimated channel obtained

from measurement data on a 6.4 MHz channel at a 1880 MHz carrier. White

color denotes high power whereas dark color denotes low power. The dynamic

range and the speed of the mobile is approximately 40 dB and 50 km/h, respec-

tively. The coherence bandwidth is 0.6 MHz in this example.

at 2 GHz carrier have been investigated within the Swedish

Wireless IP project [3] and downlink designs targeted at up to

70 km/h at 5 GHz have been proposed and evaluated within the

WINNER project [4, 5].

For FDD downlinks and TDD (time division duplex) uplinks

and downlinks, channel prediction can be based on downlink

pilots that are transmitted by the base station to all terminals

within a sector or beam.1 Channel predictors at each terminal

may then predict the frequency selective channel over a band of

interest [6, 7]. Suitably compressed messages are reported to

the scheduler at the base station. The scheduler then allocates

the use of each sub-band.

The potential multiuser scheduling gain is as large in FDD

uplinks as in the cases outlined above, but the channel predic-

tion problem becomes much harder: FDD uplinks cannot be

predicted based on downlink pilots, because uplinks and down-

links work at significantly different carrier frequencies. Pre-

dictors at the base station would have to estimate the channels

from all terminals who compete for a set of transmission re-

sources. To support this prediction, all of these terminals would

have to send special-purpose pilots within all resources of in-

terest, at an appropriate channel sampling rate.2 The need for

such special uplink pilots leads to two problems that become

severe when the number of competing users is large:

1. If uplink pilots are transmitted in orthogonal positions,

1In TDD, prediction of the downlink channel gains can be used also for the

uplink gains, due to the channel reciprocity.
2If only the pilots that are embedded in uplink payload transmissions are

used, then the channel sampling would depend on the availability and schedul-

ing of the uplink transmissions. Extrapolation to other frequency bands beyond

the correlation bandwidth could not be performed. Also, the sampling in any

given band could not be relied on to have sufficient rate to support a reliable

prediction of the channel in that band.
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then the overhead of earmarked pilot positions relative to

payload could become unacceptably large.

2. If K users compete for a set of resources, each of them

will on average obtain only 1/K of the resources but will

still have to transmit pilots in all of them. For largeK, this

pilot power overhead will negate the multiuser scheduling

throughput gains.

The multiuser scheduling gains increase significantly with K
for small K but slower for large K. This makes it possible

to handle both of the problems outlined above by partitioning

the total bandwidth into a number of competition bands, each

with a limited number, typically K = 8 or less, users. The

competition bands should be composed of frequency resources

that are well spread out over the uplink bandwidth, to sample

the available frequency selectivity.

Our problem here will therefore be to design and assess

channel predictors that work on uplink pilots that are transmit-

ted from K users, within a subset of OFDM subcarriers that

constitute a competition band.

We will discuss various design aspects for Kalman-based

schemes that produce MMSE estimates of the complex

frequency-domain channel gains. Compared to Wiener filter-

ing [8, 9], Kalman estimators provide better initial transient ac-

curacy and are the optimal estimators for linear signal models

and Gaussian noise. Kalman predictors also provide the predic-

tion covariances. This uncertainty information can be used by

the scheduler and by the link adaptation, to e.g. attain a target

bit error rate at a given prediction variance [10].

The Kalman predictors can be implemented in the time do-

main, by tracking impulse response coefficients and then trans-

forming them to predicted frequency domain channels. Alter-

natively, they can be implemented in the frequency domain.

The performance of both these schemes has been evaluated,

and is identical. We here show the results from the frequency

domain implementation.

Initial results on Kalman-based predictors for FDD uplinks

were reported in [11] and [4]. We will here discuss the ef-

fects of different pilot patterns and the channel fading statistics,

which will each be illustrated for two extreme cases. The com-

putational complexity, which determines the feasibility in fast

adaptation feedback loops, will also be analyzed.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

The required and the obtained prediction performance will be

evaluated with respect to the baseline system design of the

WINNER FDD mode [12]. This design has a system sampling

period of 12.5 ns, giving a FFT bandwidth of 80 MHz. The

signal bands are 45 MHz in both uplinks and downlinks. Each

OFDM symbol is 2048 samples plus an additional 256 samples

for the cyclic prefix. The subcarrier width is 39.06 kHz and the

OFDM symbol + guard duration is 28.8 µs.

The time-frequency radio resource is divided into blocks

(chunks) of 8 subcarriers (312.5 kHz) by 12 OFDM symbols

(345.6 µs). A chunk duration is denoted a slot. These chunks

constitute the unit for frequency-adaptive resource allocation.

The chunk size is selected to make the channel moderately flat

within chunks. Uplink pilot symbols known to the the receiver

facilitate the prediction. They are here assumed located on one

of the 12 OFDM symbols and no payload data is transmitted

on this symbol. We here assume a full-duplex FDD uplink, so

uplink pilots will be transmitted within each slot.

To prepare for frequency adaptive uplink transmission, the

terminal is allocated a competition band and begins to send

pilots in that band. Based on these pilots, an autoregressive

model is adjusted to the temporal correlation (Doppler spec-

trum) and the frequency correlation of the fading is also esti-

mated. These models are input data to the predictors and are

used for assessing the attainable prediction accuracy.

Channel predictions are then produced for this users channel

(see Section III below). When a packet for uplink transmission

arrives, the terminal sends a transmission request during slot j.
The scheduler may grant the request and sends the allocation

information over a downlink control channel during slot j + 1.

The transmission then commences over the uplink in slot j +
2. The required prediction horizon is two slots, or 0.7 ms, or

L = 2 channel samples. This tight control loop requires the

update of the channel prediction from the last measurement in

slot j, the scheduling and the downlink control transmission to

be executed within less than 1.5 slot durations (0.5 ms).

III. STATE SPACE MODELLING

We construct a linear filter that uses measurements of W paral-

lel pilot-bearing subcarriers. The fading taps ofU simultaneous

users3 are modeled by

xt+1 = Fxt +Gut,

ht = Hxt

{F,G,H} = diag#users(diag#subc.({Fs, Gs,Hs})).

(1)

Here, diaga is a block diagonal matrix holding a blocks, and

ht is a vector holding the W × U fading taps. Each triplet

{Fs, Gs,Hs} models the fading statistics of one tap with an

autoregressive model of order 4. The four poles of this model

are so chosen as to represent a certain Doppler spectrum. The

shape of the Doppler spectrum depends on the fading envi-

ronment. When not explicitly stated otherwise, a flat Doppler

spectrum in [−fD, fD], where fD is the maximal Doppler fre-

quency is used in this paper.

The vector yt of the W received signals at the time-

frequency pilot positions is modeled by placing the pilots of

each user j at time t in diagonal W ×W matrices {ψj,t} and

writing

yt = stack#users(ψj,t)ht + vt. (2)

Here, stacka is a matrix of a blocks stacked horizontally, and

vt represents noise and interference. Note that, unless we set

most pilot symbols to zero, the received signal at a subcarrier

will be affected by the channels from multiple users.

The correlation between the taps is expressed by the process

noise covariance matrix Q = E[utu
∗
t ], while R = E[vtv

∗
t ] is

the noise covariance matrix. Here, we will assume R = σ2
nI.

3Channels for multiple transmit antennas/spatial streams from one terminal

are here modelled as channels from different users.
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Figure 2: Filter performance versus filter width for widths 4, 8, and 16.

Solid lines show the performance on a flat fading channel. Dashed lines for the

frequency selective WINNER C2 non-line-of sight channel.

With the state and measurement equations (1) and (2), op-

timal inferences about the taps h are obtained by the Kalman

equations. See e.g. [13]. The L-step prediction estimate of h
is obtained from the state estimate x̂t|t by ĥt+L|t = HFLx̂t|t.

The attainable prediction accuracy will depend on the pre-

diction horizon ℓ scaled in carrier wavelengths, which in turn

depends on the terminal velocity v, the prediction horizon in

time L tp [s] and the carrier wavelength λc via the relation

ℓ = vL tp/λc. In the assumed WINNER baseline design, the

horizon L = 2, the sampling time tp equals the slot duration

(345.6 µs) and λc = 8.1 cm (3.7 GHz uplink carrier).

IV. RESULTS

A. Channel model

The results in this section are evaluated on two channel models:

A flat (frequency non-selective) channel, and a frequency selec-

tive non-line-of sight channel for urban environments (WIN-

NER C2 channel) with power delay profile

Delay[ns] Power[dB]
0, 5, 135, 160, 215, 260,

385, 400, 530, 540, 650,

670, 720, 750, 800, 945,

1035, 1185, 1390, 1470

-0.5, 0.0, -3.4, -2.8, -4.6, -0.9,

-6.7, -4.5, -9.0, -7.8, -7.4,

-8.4, -11.0, -9.0, -5.1, -6.7,

-12.1, -13.2, -13.7, -19.8

When not explicitly stated otherwise, we set the velocity

of the terminals to 50 km/h, the average signal-to-noise ratio

Es/N0 to 12 dB, and the filter width W to 8 subcarriers (one

chunk width). The estimation horizon is set to two steps (slots).

Performance is expressed either in terms of the mean value over

all W ×U channel taps of the signal-to-estimation error power

ratio (SER), or by the normalized mean square error NMSE

= (SER)−1.

B. Filter width

For a filter tracking parallel subcarriers, an increased filter

width W should increase the performance. For a flat fading

channel with noise without frequency correlation (R = σ2
nI),

the filter performance as measured by the signal-to-error ratio

(SER) will increase by 3 dB when the filter width is doubled.
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Figure 3: SER versus number of users on flat fading channels (dotted

lines). Two-step prediction results for frequency selective channels with time-

invariant pilots (dashed lines), and frequency selective channels with cyclically

time-varying pilots (solid lines). Rings indicate results for dedicated pilots,

crosses indicate overlapping pilots. W = 8, and average Es/N0 = 12 dB.

The improvement is not as pronounced when the channel is

frequency selective. We illustrate this in Figure 2.

C. Choice of pilots

The choice of pilots is crucial to achieve a high performance.

In this paper we evaluate two pilot schemes:

• Dedicated pilots, where each user puts pilots only on one

subcarrier out of the W subcarriers tracked by one filter,

with zero energy on the subcarriers used by other users.

• The use of overlapped pilots, where all users place pilots

on all W subcarriers. We here use Walsh sequences to en-

sure that these pilots are orthogonal as long as the number

of users U is less than or equal to W .

When U > W we can no longer find pilots that are orthogonal

among all users. Pilots for users W + 1, W + 2 and so on are

then constructed by pairwise combining pilots from the original

set of W orthogonal pilots.

The estimation and prediction performance will be im-

proved by letting the pilots vary over time so that

[stackU (ψj,t)
T . . . stackU (ψj,t+W−1)

T ]T has full rank WU .

For time-invariant channels, we can then after W steps obtain

a linear system of equations that provides an exact solution for

U ≤ W noise-free users. For dedicated pilots, such cyclic pi-

lots are accomplished by shifting the pilot positions of all users

cyclically. The overlapped pilot sequences are multiplied by

Walsh sequences, creating a cycle of period W .

The result of using different pilot schemes, all using equal

pilot transmit power, are summarized by Figure 3. It is evi-

dent that for the frequency selective channels, the use of over-

lapped pilots improves performance when U < W . This is

because dedicated pilots are localized in frequency while the

overlapping pilots sample all frequencies. For flat fading chan-

nels (dotted), both pilot schemes give identical results. The use

of cycled pilots is crucial when U > W . The effects of the

pilot patterns have been discussed in more detail in [14].
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Figure 4: The predictor performance for flat Doppler spectrum measured by

the NMSE, versus prediction horizon measured in wavelengths. The signal-to-

noise ratio Es/N0 goes from 0 dB (upper curve) to 25 dB (lower curve) in

steps of 5 dB. U = 8 users with overlapping pilots, W = 8, WINNER C2

channel model.
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Figure 5: Detail study of the graph in Figure 4. Here we also add the pre-

diction performance when time-invariant pilots are used (dashed lines), as op-

posed to cyclically varying pilot patterns (solid lines).

D. Prediction horizon

Here we evaluate the prediction performance for different

signal-to-noise ratios (Es/N0) over a wide range of prediction

horizons. The result for a flat Doppler spectrum is presented in

Figure 4. Overlapped pilots that vary cyclically in time were

used. When the prediction NMSE is below 0.15, frequency-

adaptive multi-user scheduling can provide performance gains

[4, 5]. ¿From the expression ℓ = vL tp/λc in Section III, the

required prediction horizon is, for example, ℓ = 0.12 when

v=50 km/h and L = 2. The minimal acceptable prediction

performance would then be attained when Es/N0 = 10 dB.

In Figure 5, we illustrate the impact of using cyclic pilots.

Use of time-invariant pilots results in an error floor for short

horizons and high SNR:s, since they provide less information

about the past time-frequency variability of each channel.

E. The impact of the local scattering environment

The Doppler spectrum, caused by the angular distribution of

local scatterers around each terminal, relative to its direction of

travel, has a crucial impact on the channel predictability. So
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Figure 6: The predictor performance for oscillative AR4 Doppler spectrum

measured in NMSE, versus prediction horizon measured in wavelengths. The

signal-to-noise ratio Es/N0 goes from 0 dB (upper curve) to 25 dB (lower

curve) in steps of 5 dB. U = 8 users with overlapping pilots. W = 8, WIN-

NER C2 channel model.

far we have used a fading model with Doppler spectrum that

is almost flat for frequencies less than the maximum Doppler

frequency fD. This corresponds to a situation where scatterers

are placed mainly sideways relative to the direction of travel,

e.g. due to buildings along streets.

An opposite extreme case is illustrated for the same situa-

tion as in Figure 4, but for a Doppler spectrum modelled by

4 poles close to the unit circle. This corresponds to a situa-

tion dominated by reflectors in front of or behind the terminal.

This results in very good predictability, see Figure 6. For all

Es/N0-levels, the prediction NMSEs stay below the limit 0.15

all the way up to a horizon of about 0.7 wavelengths.

F. Numerical complexity

To evaluate the feasibility of using optimal filters as proposed

in this paper, we need to assess the complexity of the Kalman

filter (KF). The complexity is mainly determined by the num-

ber of states n, which is the product of the fading model or-

der K, the number of modelled taps X , and the number of

users U . The value of X depends on how the modelling is car-

ried out: If time-domain prediction of M taps is used, we set

X = M . Otherwise we use frequency-domain prediction and

choose X = W . Both cases are covered below.

The KF has to produce channel tap estimates (update the

state estimates x̂), predictions of the channel taps, as well

as updates and predictions of the state error covariance ma-

trix P . Due to the block diagonal structures used in this

paper, the complexity is reduced considerably as compared

to the general KF. It can be shown (see [15]) that the num-

ber of complex operations required for one KF update is

(3/2 +W/2)n2 + (KW +W 2)n P update

+KW 2/2 +W 3/6
3n2/2 P prediction

(W + 1)n+KW x̂ update

n x̂ prediction

To cover a competition band that contains C predicted sub-

carriers, int[C/W ] KFs are run in parallel. The solid lines in
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Figure 7: Total numerical complexity vs. number of users K for predicting

a competition band containing 160 predicted subcarriers, using either 40 KFs

of filter width W = 4 (lower) or 20 KFs with width W = 8 (upper). Solid

lines represent a general choice of pilots. Dashed lines represent the use of

dedicated pilots and K decoupled KFs for each set of W subcarriers.

Figure 7 display the number of real operations required per up-

date versus number of users for C = 160 predicted subcarriers

and K = 4 uplink users per competition band, for designs with

W = 4 or W = 8. An operation represents mult + add. Fur-

thermore we assume that one complex operation has the same

complexity as four real operations.

The above calculations hold for general choices of pilot sym-

bols, but the complexity may be decreased further by consid-

ering only dedicated pilots (as opposed to overlapping pilots).

The measurement equation is then completely decoupled be-

tween different users, which makes the state error covariance

matrix P block diagonal. This, in turn, means that we may

run a separate KF for each user without losing performance,

which means that the complexity increases only linearly with

the number of users. In that case, the complexity is easily com-

puted by setting n = KX instead of n = KXU in the above

expressions, and then multiplying the final result by U . The

dashed lines of Figure 7 show the number of real operations

required for one update for filter widths W = 4 and W = 8
when these decoupled KFs can be used.

The WINNER baseline system would require a new predic-

tion for each slot of duration 0.34 ms for vehicular users. To

assess the feasibility of the required computational complexity,

we here investigate the consequences of setting 1010 real oper-

ations per second as a target for feasibility for uplink predictors

realized in the base station.4 This would correspond to a limit

to 3.4 · 106 operations per update (0.345 ms). As is evident

from Figure 7 (solid), using eight parallel subcarriers would

then be infeasible, while four parallel subcarriers touches upon

the limit. For the decoupled case (dashed), the total complex-

ity of filters of width 4 falls well within our boundary while

W = 8 is on the limit for k = 4. The use of Kalman-based

uplink prediction seems feasible under these assumptions.

The numerical load imposed by the KF is dominated by the

covariance matrix update. However, P usually converges very

quickly to a stationary value (the solution to the Discrete Alge-

4Lower targets would be realistic for predictors located in terminals.

braic Riccati Equation) when the model matrices are kept con-

stant. This holds also when cyclic pilots are used, in the sense

that P will then approach a cyclostationary state in which the

same value reoccurs with the same period as the cyclic pilots.

In the experiment performed in this paper, P converged to a

fixed value5 in a few tens of iterations, and for most cases the

iteration count was below 20.

Therefore, Kalman iterations only need to be performed

burst-wise when fading models or number of users change, due

to the fast convergence of P . This reduces energy consumption

relative to the case of continuous updates.
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